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The main result is that the class of countable trees is better-quasi-ordered under embeddabil- 
ity. R. Laver proved before that a certain class of well-founded trees is b.q.o. Actually our 
better-quasi-ordered class is larger than the countable class but does not contain Suslin 
like-trees nor certain Galvin trees of height to + 1. 
Introduction 
Ce m6moire est une des parties des recherches de l 'auteur sur le meilleur- 
pr6ordre (b.q.o.) en rapport avec plusieurs structures math6matiques. Une 
premiere partie, d6jh publi6e, concerne le meilleur pr6ordre des classes des 
p-groups ab61iens non divisibles et d6nombrables. On en d6duit la construction 
inductive d'une classe plus grande que celle de ces p-groupes d6nombrables et 
une g6n6ralisation du th6or~me d'Ulm. 
Une troisi~me partie, non publi6e, est consacr6e aux classes b.q.o, de fonctions 
analytiques ordonn6es par un plongement de type topologique. On en d6duit, par 
exemple, que l'ordre circulaire des directions asymptotiques des fonctions enti~res 
est dispers6 (scattered). 
Ici nous 6tudions les alg~bres ordinales des arbres d6nombrables. I1 existe une 
d6composition firtie de tout arbre en arbres ind6composables. Ces 'atomes' sont 
ind6composables, soit par rapport h une chaine, soit par rapport h une anticha~ne 
soit leur ind6composabilit6 est du m6me type que celle de l'arbre dichotomique: 
ils se plongent en eux m~me en dessus de tout point. Ces derniers arbres, 
lorsqu'ils ont d6nombrables, poss~dent une cha~ne, 6tiquet6e par les nombres de 
branchements, qui est maximum; et leur comparaison est 6quivalente ~ceUe de 
leurs chalnes maximum. Nous retrouvons ainsi beaucoup des r6sultats sur les 
chalnes d6nombrables mais dans un contexte bien plus fiche. 
Nous utilisons une version de la construction d'une mauvaise application 
minimale qui redonne les constructions classiques. Cette construction 6rite l 'emp- 
loi du 'forerun' de Nash-WiUiams bien qu'elle s'en inspire. 
Nous utili,~ons les th6or~mes de R. Laver sur les chalnes dispers6es. La plupart 
de nos r6sultats sont donn6s sous la forme de th6or~mes ur les M-alg~bres 
ordinales. 
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I. Imleeomposable trees and embedd la~ 
We call tree an ordered set T whose left segment T x = {y [ y ~ x} are chains. A 
tree is well branched if all the infimums x/x y exist. We call a path any set which is 
both a left segment and a chain. 
An embedding of a well-branched tree T into another tree T' is any injective 
map f : T---~ T' such that [ (x^y)=f (x ) /x f (y )  for every x, y~ T. 
In order to define the embedding between trees which are not necessarily well 
branched we define the minimal branching of a tree. 
For every tree T there is a well-branched tree "F and an ordinal isomorphism i 
preserving existing infimums from T to T such that for every o.i.p.i [" T ~ T' (we 
write o.i.p.i instead of ordinal isomorphism preserving infimum) there is an 
embedding f :  T ~ T' such that f = ? o i. 
Using this we say that an o.i.p.i f:T'---~ T" is an embedding if there is an 
embedding f : "f' --~ T" such that i" o f = f o i'. I.e. we get the following commutative 
diagram: 
~r ) ~rp 
T' ~ T" 
f 
An explicit definition of i and "F is: T = {T ~ fq T ~ [ x, y e T} ordered by inclusion 
and i(x) = T x. Indeed, clearly "F is a well-branched tree. Now let f" T ~ T' be an 
i.o.p.i into a well-branched tree T'. Let P e "F, observing that [(P) has a greatest 
dement  we put f (P )= Max f(P). 
The embedding of trees is a quasi-order elation, stronger than the order 
preserving embedding. We always will be concerned with the first relation, and we 
will denote it T'~< T' (we will denote T'~<o T" the order preserving embedding). 
We look first at labelled trees. Usually a labelled tree (T, l) is a tree T and a 
map l" T ~ L whose range is a quasi-ordered set L. Our labelled trees are slightly 
different: a labelled tree is a pair (T, l) where l is a map defined on T, the range 
being a quasi-ordered set L. We say that (T, l) is countable if T is countable and 
the domain of I is countable. In this section all the labelled trees are countable. 
The embedding of labelled trees is defined as follows: (T', l ' )~ (T", l") if there 
is a tree embedding f" T' ~ T" such that for every P e Dom l', the path [ (P )= 
(*--/(P)] belongs to Doml"  and l ' (P)~l"(f(P)). We call any intersection P= 
A f'l B of two maximal different chains of T, a junction path. To a junction path is 
associated an important cardinal. Let K be any set of maximal chains C such that 
the intersection of two distinct members is P. If K '  and K" are two such sets 
maximal for inclusion, then for any C'  ~ K '  there exists only one C" ~ K" such that 
C'  N C" 5 ~ P and conversely. Therefore the cardinals of K '  and K" are the same. 
We put b(P) = IKI, the cardinal of K when K is infinite and b(P) = IKI- 1 when K 
is finite. We extend the definition of b to all paths, putting b(P)= 0 if P is not a 
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junction path. This defines a labelled tree (T, b) whose range is included into the 
set Card of cardinal numbers ordered by magnitude. To every labelled tree (T, l) 
one can associate a labelled tree (T, b, l), where the labelling b, l has as domain 
the domain of l and as range the direct product Card × L, and gives the value 
(b(P), l(P)) to every P~DomL.  If (T, l) is a labelled tree and T' is a subset of T, 
then we can consider the labelled tree (T', l') where l' is the induced labelling 
defined by l'(P')= l(<---P]). When there is no possible confusion we denote by l 
this labelling. For instance a branching chain of (T, l) is a labelled chain, the chain 
being a subchain C of T, the labelling induced by b and I. The tree above x is 
denoted by Tx = {y ~ T Ix <~ y} we recall that T x denotes the chain beneath the 
point x. Let (T, l) be a labelled tree; the left segment, in the class of (b, /)-labelled 
chains ordered by embedding, generated by the branching chains of (T, l) will be 
denoted B(T).  
It is well known that the class of countable chains labelled by countable b.q.o. 
sets is a b.q.o.-class, and that any labelled countable chain is a finite sum of 
indecomposable labelled chains. In the theory of chains it is well known too that 
any countable chain is the inductive outcome of the iteration of firfite sums, and 
indecomposable co-sums, oJ*-sums or ~l-sums; the process begins with the single- 
tons and the empty chains. 
In the case we consider, our chains are labelled in a slightly different way, e.g. 
there are different labelled singletons (1, l) and different labelled empty chains 
(0, l). 
In the sequel our set L of labels is countable and b.q.o. We can define a ranking 
function r on the collection of countable labelled chains. The rank of a (labelled) 
singleton or a 0abelled) empty chain is zero. If a = Y.i~, o~ is a finite sum, then 
r (a )=max r(o~). If IX = rl, o~ or o~* and the sum is indecomposable, then r (a )= 
sup(r(o~)+ 1). If there are different possible values of r we will take the least 
possible one. Because our class is b.q.o., thus w.q.o., this function is well defined. 
We shall now give the definition of equimorphic classes. Two trees (T', l') and 
(T", l 't) belong to the same equimorphic lass if (T', l')~< (T", l'~ and (T", l'~)~ 
(T', l'). 
1. The set of equimorphic classes of countable labelled chains (labelled by 
a countable b.q.o), whose rank is bounded by an ordinal 8'< oJ1, is countable. 
ProoL The set of singletons and empty chains (1, l) and (0, l) is countable by 
hypothesis. Hence the set of finite chains is countable too. 
Let us suppose that the set of equimorphic classes of the set H of all chains of 
rank less than 8' is countable. We know that the whole class of countable labelled 
chains is b.q.o, thus well founded. Hence the set of left segments of H is b.q.o. 
Moreover a fight segment F of H has finitely many minimal elements. Hence the 
set of right se£ments of H is countable. Clearly the set of left se.qments of H is 
countable too. Now, if a '  =~i~,a~ and a" =~i~,a~ are two indecomposable 
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sums of rank 8' and if in addition/~' = Ix" and for any i', there is i" such a~,<~ a",,, 
reciprocally, then a '  and a" are equimorphic. In other words if the left segment 
generated by {c~i, and by {ct'~}v, in H are the same, then a '  are a" are 
equimorphic. It is obvious then that the set of equimorphic lasses of indecompos- 
able labelled chains of rank 8' is countable. The same is true for chains of rank 8', 
because any one of them is the finite sum of indecomposable chains. [] 
I)elgmdlion. A labelled tree (T, l) is strongly indecomposable if (T, l)<~ (T~, l) for 
every x e T. If the tree T is not labelled it is strongly indecomposable if T~ Tx for 
every x e T. 
It is obvious that (T~, l) is strongly indecomposable whenever (T, l) is strongly 
indecomposable. 
I,emma 2. The set of equimorphic classes of branching paths of a countable tree is 
countable. 
lProo|. We claim that the supremum T of the ranks of all paths, ~/=supp r(P), 
satisfies ~/~ supx r(T x) + 1. 
Suppose sup~ r(TX)+ 1< ~/. Then there exists a path P such that sup~ r(T'~)+ 
l<r (P )  and next there is yeP  such that sup,,r(TX)<r(PY), according to the 
definition of P. This is a contradiction. 
Now T is countable and the rank of a countable chain is countable. Hence 
sup~ r(T ~) is countable. Hence ,/ is countable too and r(P) for every path, and the 
set of equimorphic lasses of all P is countable. [] 
We consider here trees whose maximal chains are not labelled; other trees will 
be considered later on (e.g. in Theorem 2~). Lemma 2 is the starting-point of the 
following theorem about strongly indecomposable trees. 
"Ik~rem 1. A countable tree T, labelled or not, is strongly indecomposable if and 
only if B(T, , )=B(T)  for all x~ T. A countable strongly indecomposable tree 
contains branching chains which are maximum under embeddability. These chains 
are right indecomposable. 
If B (T ' )c  B(T  '~) and T' and T" are countable trees and T" is strongly indecom- 
posable, then T' ~ T". 
Coronm.y 1. The set of countable strongly indecomposable tr es is, under embedda- 
bility, a b.q.o, set. 
lhtoot. Indeed Theorem 1 says that T '~ T" is equivalent o B(T ' )c  B(T") and 
equivalent to max B(T ' )~ max B(T"). Became the class of (b, /)-labelled chains is 
a b.q.o, dass the result follows. [] 
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Cord l t~ 1 ira In any countable tree T there is an element x for which "Ix is 
strongly indecomposable. 
Proof. As a matter of fact B(T~) is a left seotnnent of a class of (b, /)-labelled 
chains which is a b.q.o, class and therefore is well founded. Hence, there is a value 
x for which B(T~) reaches a minimum and B(T~) is constant for y~> x. [] 
The binary tree of length to is the minimal strongly indecomposable tree which 
is not a chain. Its maximum branching chain is (to, 11), where lx(x)= 1. 
There is an universal countable branching chain. It is the chain rl labelled by 
b(x) = No. There is therefore an universal strongly indecomposable tree. 
Let T be the set of elements x = (nl, r~, hE, r2,. . . , / Is,  rs) where n~ ~l ,  r~ e Q 
ordered by the last possible difference, if there is any, or by the length: x '<  x" if 
' -  " '=r"  ' " r ' ,<  ' ' -  " ' -  r t  i -  r~ i ,  r i - for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s ' -  1 and n~, = n~,, r~, or n~,- n~,, r , , -  r", and 
s'< s". T is a tree. T~ where x = (nx, r~, . . . ,  n,, r,), contains the tree T', isomorphic 
! ! I ! to T, where elements are y = (ha, rx , . . . ,  n,, r~, n~+x, r ,+x, . . . ,  n,,, r~,). Hence T 
is strongly indecomposable. T contains the chain {(0, r~)},~ o and the branching 
cardinal of its dements  is R0. 
Proof of "Ilmorem 1. The set of paths with no last element is coflnal in B(T). A 
maximal chain of a strongly indecomposable tree has no last point, except if the 
tree is a singleton. 
If (ri)i~N is a sequence of types of branching paths with no last element, we can 
write ~-, =~j~T,  i.
Let us suppose (inductive hypothesis) that the chain Coo +Col  + Clo + C02 + 
Cl l+C2o+.. .+Cv.,+.. .+~i+{x~i} is n T, where ~i  are of type 7ii and the 
order on the (p, q) is the lexicographical order of (p +q, q). 
The tree T~, contains the type of any branching chain of T (because T~< T,~), 
namely a chain of type *i' if (i', j') is the successor of (i, j). Hence, it contains 
~,i,+{x~,.j,}, and T contains Coo+C01+Cto+'" "+~j+~,j,+x~,.v. Going up step 
by step we have proved that in T there is a chain ~ ~i  whose type 7 = ~.i 7~j is 
clearly ~ 7~ for every i. Hence 
(1) Any countable sequence of branching paths of T is bounded by another 
branching path of T; in particular any couple of branching paths a-' and ~" is 
bounded by another path of T (indeed if 72i = ~r' and 1"2i+1 = "r", then ~,~ 1"', ~"). 
Now the countability of the set of equimorphic classes of branching paths of T 
and (1) insure the existence of a maximum element of B(T). There is only one 
maximum equimorphic lass in B(T). Moreover, if ~' is a maximum branching 
chain in B(T) we can write ~"= ~ri = ~j ~rij with ~r~j independent of i. Then, there 
exists a common bound 7 = Ztj *~j >~ *i = ~'. In this case ~ is trivially fight indecom- 
posable, because very term occurs infmitdy many times in the sum. Now ~'< 
and 7< ~r' (became ~r' is maximum). Therefore the maximum chain is fight 
indecomposable. 
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We shall now prove that: B(T ' )cB(T  '~) and B(T")cB(T"~ for every x e T 
implies T' <~ T". 
Let us write T '= U~N P~ where the P~ are maximal paths of T'. We know that 
any countable tree is the union of countably many maximal chains. 
Let us suppose that the embedding f, of I" = I.J~<, P'i into I" has been already 
defmed. 
If P '=  I" A P" is the junction path of the chains PI~, PI~,. . . ,  P~, c I" with P' ,  
then the branching cardinal b(P') is at least 8 and f,(P') is the junction path of the 
chains f , (P~) , . . . ,  f~(P~). Above f,(P') in f,,(I,,) there are the 8 chains f~(P I ) -  
f , (P ' ) , . . . ,  f , (P I ) - f~(P') .  Now f, is an embedding of (/,, b', l) into (T", b", l'3 and 
therefore b"(f,,(P'))~ b(P ' )~8:  therefore in T" there is above f,,(P') at least 
another chain. Let us pick an dement x in T"- f , ( l~)  above f,(P'). We know by 
hypothesis that B(T" )c  B(T~), hence it is possible to embed (P ' -P ' ,  b', l') in T". 
Let us denote this embedding by ¢. If we take f,,+ill~,=f,, and [ , ,+I IP ' -P '  =¢ 
we get the embedding f,,+i: (l,,+i, b', I') --> (T", b", l") which extends f, to the next 
l',+i. The general embedding f extends all [,,. 
Let us suppose now that B(T~)= B(T)  for every x ~ T. It is obvious that the 
tree S = T~ has the same property: B(S~)= B(Ty)= B(T~)= B(S). Thus B(T)c  
B(S) and B(Ss)=B(S)  for every yeS,  and hence T<~S or T<~ T~. Hence 
B(Tx) = B(T) for every x e T implies that T is strongly indecomposable. Finally, 
if B (T ' )cB(T" )  and T" is strongly indecomposable and both are countable 
trees, then T"<~ T". Hence B(T")~B(T '~.  Now B(T ' )~B(T" )  and B(T" )c  
B(T',~ for every x e T. Hence T'~< T". [] 
A countable and direct union of trees T =Hi~i Ti is called indecomposable if 
T~<lli~i-F Ti, for any finite subset F of L 
We will look next to another kind of indecomposability, related to the opera- 
tion of tree sums. 
Let (1, f) be a labelled and top labelled tree whose labels f(i) are trees indexed 
by a set C of paths i of L The maximal paths i of I are now allowed. Nevertheless 
C must still be countable for countable trees L Then the set U, denoted by 
~i~xf(i), is the union of I and F=~i~i f ( i ) ,  endowed with the order relation 
x guY, whose restrictions on I and F are its own orders. Moreover x <~uY if 
x e i c L i ~ C and y e f(i). This tree sum consists in putting a tree f(i) just above 
every path i e C of L 
The tree sum is an increasing operator: 
(i', f') f") => f'(i') f"(i"). 
i '~ I '  i"~I" 
The left-hand side means that there exists an embedding of (I', f ') into (I", f") 
such that f'(i')<~f"(i '~) for any i of C'  and g(C ' )c  C". 
Associated with any (1, f) there is a tree U=~rf( i )  with a natural partition 
U=IUF  where F=~.~cf( i ) .  Conversely, let U=IOFbe a partition of a tree in 
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a left segment I and right segment F. There are paths i of I such that the tree in F 
above i, f(i), is not the same for a path i' ~ i different of i. Then f(i) is the tree in 
F just above the path i of I. Let the set of those paths be denoted by C. It is clear 
then that U=Y.i~zf(i). 
To check that the tree sttm is an increasing operator: suppose g:( I ' , f ' ) - -~ 
(I", ['9 is an embedding and q~(i'): [(i')-->f"(g(i")) is the embedding associated 
with the label f'(i') of i'. If we look at the mapping defined by g l I=g  and 
~, [ f'(i') = q~'(i') we get an embedding of U '= Y~ f'(i') into U"= ~ f"(i"). It is easy 
to see that the intersection i' of a maximal chain C of I '  and a maximal chain of 
i 'Uf(i') is mapped by g onto g(i'). Therefore the rule of the intersection of 
maximal chains is preserved by ~. 
A tree U=~rf( i ) ,  where I is a chain, is called right (resp. left, right-left) 
indecomposable if the tree sum is right (resp. left, right-left indecomposable). U is 
right (resp. left, right-left) indecomposable if for any non-trivial decomposition 
I - - I '+ I" ,  U<~Yrf(i) (resp. U<~,rf( i ) ,  U<~,rf( i) ,  ~,,,f(i)). 
The different ypes of trees we have talked about until now, are: the strongly 
indecomposable trees, the direct indecomposable trees, and the trees we can 
obtain as sums of a one side or two-side indecomposable labelled chain. 
In addition of these blocks there is still another kind of block which is a 
composite block consisting of four units, related to each other in a decomposable 
way. Members consist of a tree sum U = Y.zf(i), such that I = (I, f) is strongly 
indecomposable (i.e. (I, f)~< (Ix, f) for every x ~ I and I not a chain). 
In a tree sum U=~,zf(i), there are I and the right segment F=LL~cf(i).  Our 
tree has three parts: L, S and T, related to three parts ~ of C. (71 contain.~ the 
paths of C which are not maximal in / ,  C2, contains the paths of C which are 
maximal in (/, f*) but which are not of maximum type, and finally Ca contains 
the paths of C whose types restricted to (L f*) are all equal to the greatest type of 
(/, f*) ((/, f*) stands for (/, f) whose labels in the top are deleted). It is obvious 
that (1, f*) is strongly indecomposable too and has therefore (Theorem 1) a 
branching chain of the greatest ype. 
Our new trees (/, f) are now labelled and top labelled. Their structure is slightly 
different from that of the labelled trees when they are strongly indecomposable. A 
strongly indecomposable labelled and top labelled tree has in general no branch- 
hag chain of the greatest type. Nevertheless some of the statement of Theorem 1 
remains true. 
Theorem 2. A countable labelled and top labelled tree ] "-(I, f) is strongly inde- 
composable if and only if B(Ex) is constant for every x ~ I and equal to B(]). If ] is 
strongly indecomposable and countable, B(£) is generated by a countable set of 
branching chains, namely for any set of branching chain {(P., b, f)}.~N such that 
I=  U .~ P.. 
Moreover if B(J ')= B(]"), and ]', ]" are countable and ]" is strongly indecom- 
posable, then ]'<~ J". 
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Corollm'y 2. Let J' and J" be strongly indecomposable and I '= U,,~N P'. If J' ~ J" 
then there exist an n ~ N such that the chain (P', b, f') is not embeddable in J". 
We recall that all the time the ranges of f '  and f" are supposed to be b.q.o. The 
corollary does not need a proof. It is easy to see that L = Hcl f(i), T = Hc~ f(i) are 
direct countable indecomposable sums. The same is true for S = Hc~ f(i) if (I, 10 is 
strongly indecomposable and I t3 L O S f3 T is not equimorphic to I U L O T. We 
will not need these properties. 
Proof of q[heorem 2. Suppose J" is strongly indecomposable and I "= U n P~- 
Suppose too that any branching chain of J' is embeddable in one of the chains 
(P", b, f") for one n ~N. We will prove then that if J '= Un P" there exists an 
embedding h from J' into J" such that any one of the chains (P', b, f') is sent into a 
chain (P~, b, fr). And this is true for any decomposition of 1' = U ,  P'- Hence any 
branching chain of J' is embeddable in one of the chains (P", b, f"). If we apply the 
above to J' =J" and J", it becomes clear that any branching chain of J" is 
embeddable in one of the chains (P", b", f'O. Hence B(J") is generated by a 
countable set of branching chains of J". 
Let I '=  U~ P~ and I "= [.],~N P" be two decompositions in maximal chains. 
Suppose that any branching chain of J' is embeddable in one of the chains 
{(P", b", f")}, and that J" is strongly indecomposable. We put I" = Ui<~ P'i. Sup- 
pose that the embedding /% = (I~,, b', f')---> (I", b", f'~ has already been defined, 
and let P' be a junction path. We know that the branching cardinals b(P; I~) 
and b(/%(P); h,(I')), restricted to I" and to h~(I~), are finite and equal. More- 
over b'(P')> b'(P'; I~) and b'(P')<, b"(/%(P'))(because /% is an embedding of I" 
into I"). 
Hence b"(/%(P'))~ b'(P~)> b'(P' ,  I ' )  = b"(/%(P'), /%(1")) and therefore there is 
an x above /% (P') in I " - /% (I~). Now ]"~< J" and I "= U,  P". By hypothesis any 
chain of J ' ,  i.e. (P ' -P ' ,  b', /'), is embeddable in a chain (P", b', [") of J" and 
hence in J". Let r¢ be the embedding from (P ' -P ' ,  b', f ') into J". Finally 
/%+11I'=/% and /%+, [P ' -P '=~o are an embedding from (I '+l,b',f ')  into 
(I", b",f"). Hence if B(J')~_B(J") and J" strongly indecomposable then J'<,J". 
Following the proof of Theorem 1 we get the converse: if B(J,,) is constant and 
equal to B(J), then J is strongly indecomposable. [] 
It should also be observed that in certain cases, when the labels are trees, the 
four units block U=~, f ( i ) ,  with (/, f) strongly indecomposable, has as parts 
L = ]_IiEcl f(i), S = I_L Ec2 f(i) and T = Hi,c3 f(i) which not only are indecomposable 
direct sums but also are built with strongly indecomposable trees f(i). 
In the following example U has this property. 
Let U be a set of x = (nl, Vx, n2, v2 , . . . ,  n~, vs) with Y. v~ < to 4 and n~ ~ 3 ordered 
by the last and only the last difference or if there is any difference by the length, 
t t  i.e. ' -  " ' " " and v',<v~,, n i -n i ,  vi=vi ,  i= l , . . . , s ' - l ,  n'~,=n~, 
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or  
,n ' , ,p ' , )=(n  L . . ,  " • . n~,,v",) and s'<~s". 
Let E={i [ i  even and vi~ to2i}, 
P={ilvi~to 3} and B={i ln~ land  i<min(EUPU{s+ l})}. 
The set U satisfies one of the following restrictions: 
( i )  E = e = B = 0;  
(1) E=0,  B=¢ and n~<~l for i~minB;  
(s) P=B=¢,  E~¢ and v i<to  2, n~<2 for i>e=minE  and v ,< to2(e+ l) ;  
(t) B=O,  P, ES~0, p=minP<e and v i<to for i>p  and Vp<to3+to. 
Then U = I LI S 13 L LIT where the elements of I (resp. L, S, T) satisfy (i) ((1), 
(s) ,  (t)). 
The dements  x of I satisfy n~ = 0, vi < to3 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  s. If x' = (x, 1, V~+l) 
then x< x' ~ L. If x" = (x, 0, 0, 0, to2(s + 2)) with s even or x" = (x, O, to2(s + 1)) with 
s odd then x< x"e  S. Finally if x "= (x, 0, to3) we have x< x"~ T. 
An  dement  x of I satisfies n~ = 0, vi < to2 for i < s. (/, b) is the binary tree of 
length to3. An  element of L satisfies v~ < to4 and rh < 1. Any  connected part of L 
is the ternary tree of length to4. Finally any connected part  of s (resp. of T) is the 
4-ary (5-ary) tree of length to2 (resp. to). 
A minimal e lement x of L satisfies rh = 0, v~ < to2 for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  b -  1 and 
nb= 1, vb = 0, hence x =(0~ v l , . . . ,  vb-1, 1, 0). The last element before x is 
x '=  (0, v~, . . . ,  vb-1)~ I and there is x"= (0, v~, . . . ,  Vb-~+ 1) still in I such that 
x '<  x" and incomparable to x. Hence the restriction on I of the maximal chains in 
113 L is not maximal.  
A minimal e lement x of S satisfies n~ = 0, v~ < to3 and v~ < to2i for i even and 
i = 1, 2, . . . ,  e -  1 and ne = 0, ve = to2e. Then the last element x '<  x such that 
? t s' = e - 1 satisfies n~ = n~, v~ v~ for i < s -- 1 and n~_x = n,-1, ' = re - l<  Ve = to2e. Thus  
the restriction of a maximal chain of ILl  S is maximal in I and its length is to2e; 
also supe to2e =to3 .  It is clear that the maximal chains in lOS  are not the 
extension of chains of I of the greatest length to3. 
On the contrary one minimal e lement x of T' satisfies n~ = 0 and v~< to3 for 
i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  q -1  where q =rain{p, e}, and s =q,  and p< e, hence n~ = 0 and 
? l 
vq =to3. The elements x '<x  with s '=s  are such that n i -  r~, vi =v~ for i< ,s -1  
?__  and n~ - n3 = 0, v'~< to3. The length of the restriction of a maximal chain in 113 T 
is to 3. The greatest one possible. 
In short, the indecomposable blocks are: the side indecomposable trees, the 
indecomposable countable direct sum of trees and finally the trees U=~,~f(i),  
with (/, f )  strongly indecomposable, which are the union of four indecomposables 
parts: U = 113 L 13 S 13 T. The latter kind of trees possess a countable indecompos- 
able set {(P~, b, [)} of branching chains generating B( / ,  f) .  
We define a canonical tree V = Uo  Uj as the finite union of indecomposable trees 
or blocks such that the blocks which are indecomposable under direct sums and the 
blocks U~ = ~,~, ~(i) with (I~, ~) strongly indecomposable are always in the top of the 
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finite tree 4. If 1' ~ ep is not a top element and i"> ]', then the elements of Ui. are 
above the chain I i, of Ui,= ~i~i,, f~(i). 
If V' = ~,  U~, and V" = Y.v, U/; and there is an embedding h:~,---> ~" such 
that there is an embedding 
t~, :~ fi,(i)---> ~ fhO,)(i) 
sending I~, into I~0~we write in short (¢ ' ,  U')~<" (¢", U'~ then any g such that 
g l U;, = ~,, is an embedding from V' into V". 
Hence, 
Lemma 3. I f  V'  = ~_~,, U' and V" = ~_,¢,, U" are canonical countable trees then 
(~', u')<~"(~", u'3 => v'< v". 
Our main idea is to find the good class the canonical class of countable trees 
to prove later that this class is better quasi ordered; and owing to this particular 
order, to prove finally that any countable tree is a canonical tree. 
In the sections we study quasi ordered ordinal algebras. The reader might go 
directly to m.  
2. Finite basis theorems about ordinal algebras 
Let A be a class and M an operator domain with arity a :M--* 0 (where 0 is 
the class of ordinals). An operator m e M with arity a = a(m), is a mapping 
m:A '~ --*A, i.e. to any a-sequence (o~)i<~ in A, m associates an element 
m((a~)i<.) in A. 
The set A with this structure is called an M-algebra. 
Suppose further that there exists a quasi-order on A and M in such a way that 
the operators are increasing and extensive ones and the values in A are increasing 
with the operator itself, i.e. f((ai)i<~)<~ (g(bi)i< a) whenever (ai)i.~ ~< (hi)i< a and 
f~ g; ai~f((a~)~< ) for every 1< a. 
The quasi-order of the sequences (a~)~<~<(bj)i< B means that there exists 
q~ :a--->/3 increasing and injective, such that a~<~ b.( o for i<  a. This is the 
quasi-order of the labelled chains (a, a) with a(i)= a~. 
The M-algebra A with this quasi-order, is called an M-ordinal algebra (it is 
known also as an M-algebra with a divisibility quasi-order). 
We call, as usually, basis a subset hat generates A. 
Pouzet's basis theorem may be stated as follows: 
Let A be an M-ordinal algebra. I f  a basis B of A and M is better quasi-ordered, 
then A is better-quasi-ordered. 
If we restrict he arities of M to be finite arities (stronger condition) and replace 
the b.q.o, condition by a well-quasi-ordered one, (weaker condition), we get the 
well-known I-Ii£man's theorem. 
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We need here to look at infinitary algebras (with infinite arities). In this case the 
key-tool is Pouzet's theorem. 
The investigation of the class of countable trees under embedding leads to 
wider classes of operators. In a first approach, M is the class of chains generated 
by the rational chain r /and the scattered chains. In a second one, it is necessary to 
adjoin the operators associated with the strongly indecomposable countable trees. 
We only adjoin now operators m, such that a (m)= ,/, and m :A n ~ A. The 
sequence-quasi-order is, as usually, the chain-labelled-order. 
Theorem 4. Let A be an M-ordinal algebra such that a (M)= O t_J{r/}. I f  a basis B 
of A and M is b.q.o., A is also b.q.o. 
The proof of this theorem will use the next definitions and lemmas. 
DeCmltion. We call an a-sequence (a~)~ in A a regular sequence, if and only if 
(1) a is a finite ordinal, or an infinite regular ordinal or ~; 
(2) If a is infinite regular (resp. a = ~1), then (ai)i.~ <~ (ai)i~i.~ for every j<  a 
(resp. (a i ) i~ ~< (a/)i<i<k for every j0 k ~ ~!). 
Let us denote/ i  (resp./ik) the left segment in A , / i  = {x [ x ~ A, x ~< a~ for some 
i ~ j} (resp./jk = {x [ x ~ A, x <~ a~ for some i ~ ~! such that j < i < k}). 
Trivially condition (2) implies I i = Io constant (resp. lik constant) and conversely, 
j --~ I i constant (resp. (j, k) ~ lik constant) implies 2. 
Notations. If s =(a i ) i~,  u (s )=a and I ( s )={x~A [x<~ai for some i~a}.  
Lemma 4. I f  s and t are infinite regular sequences in A,  I(s) c I(t) and u(s)~ u(t) 
imply s <~ t. 
Proof. Case 1: u(t)=/: "rl. If t is a regular sequence t = (bi)j< B, the subset of /3, 
{k</3[k~ b i, bk~ hi}, is eofmal in /3 for any j</3.  If a~ is any dement  of s, 
E(s )c  E(t)  implies that for every j~  i there is a k such that bk~ a~, in any right 
segment of/3. All this enable us to define q~ :a ~ 13 increasing injective such that 
aq <~ b~( o (the cardinal of a proper left segment of a is < 1/31). 
Case 2: u(s) = u(t) = 71. If t is a regular r/-sequence t = (b~)i~ , the subset of 71, 
{p~-q [k<p< l, bv~ bj}, is dense in ~1N]k, l[. If aq is any element of s = (a0i~,  
E(s) c E(t) implies the existence of b i such that a~ ~< b i, therefore the set o[ p ~ "q 
such that a~ ~< b v is dense in ~1 N ]k, l[ for any k < l  in 71. We construct hus, as 
usually, the embedding of (a~),~ in (bi)j~, r [] 
~ i t ions .  Let (9, be the set of all regular ordinals and S the union of O ,  N and 
{71}. Let us denote S(A)  the set generated by iterating ordinal a-sums a e S, of 
sequences in A and mappings of M and again transfinitely in the new obtained 
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sets. Let us denote S(A) the subset of S(A)  obtained by iterating only a-sums 
and m-mappings with regular sequences. The a-sum of (s~)i~ is defined as 
usually by s = ~,~ si = (tji)0,o~a where s~ = (~i~)~, and/3 = Y.~ a i. 
Lomma 5. 1[ S(A)  is better quasi-ordered then S(A)= S(A). (We recall that 
S=O, UNU{n}.) 
lhmo|. Case 1: a e N. There is nothing to prove, because very finite sequence is 
defined regular. 
Case 2: a e Or. We proceed inductively. 
Suppose that s = Y,i~a st, st e S (A  ) and v < a, v e Or implies s e S(A). 
Let s be a-sum, in S(A), i.e. s = ~i,~ st where st e S(A). The set {/i}i<~ where 
/i = {x e S(A) [ x ~ s~ for some i ~ j} is a set of left segments in this b.q.o, set S(A).  
Thus {/i}i-~= is b.q.o, and afort ior i  well founded. Let /io be minimal, hence 
/i ~/Jo ~/J for every j ~> 1o in a and/ i  is constant (when ]o ~< J < a). This amounts 
to say that the sequence {si}jo~i<~ is regular. Therefore Y, Jo~<~ st ~S(A)  and 
Z~<~o ste S(A) (consequence of the inductive hypothesis), hence s e ~;(A). 
Case 3: a='O. s=Y4~.os~, s~eS(A).  
Suppose s e S(A). Then (s~)~,~ is not regular. Let us take left segments in S(A). 
I ik={xEa(A)[x- -~si  for some ier l  such that j< i<k}.  For every p<q in rl 
there is 1o, ko such that P<J0< ko<q such that / i ,  ko is minimal, i.e./io, ko c/i,k for 
p < j < k < q. Thus/i,k is constant when j, k e ]]o, ko[ f3 rl. This amounts to say that 
the medium regular segments of s~and consequently their sum in S(A) are 
dense in rl. We remark now that every cri, k = ~i<i<k,i~ such that cr~,k e S(A) is 
contained in a ~r~,j,, maximal and in S(A). Indeed the union of o~-sequence of
medium segments whose sums are in S(A) is also in S(A). (It is an (o~* +~o)-sum 
or to* or ~o-sum.) Thus the set M of maximal medium segments in S(A) is dense 
in rl. It is also dense in itself. Suppose ~rx, or2 e M are adjacent or either separated 
by only a point {s~}. Both cases are impossible, because Orl, o'2~ S(A) : :~ o" 1-1-O'2~ 
S(A) (first case) or ~rx+{si}+~r2~ S(A) in the second case. In both cases ~r~ and 
~r2 would be not maximal. Thus the induced order in the set of medium segments 
M by rl has just the same type r (M)= rl. Hence s =~_~M ~r with r (M)=r l  and 
ore S(A). We know again that there is a medium non-trivial segment M'  of M 
such that ~r' = ~_~u ~r, ~r' ~ ~r, ~r' e M. This is impossible. This contradiction proves 
ad absurdum that s e S(A). [] 
We will denote ~(B)  the set obtained by iterating the mappings of M on B 
and the a-regular-sums of sequences with a e S. Thus ~(B)  is closed by the 
M-operators and the regular sum of sequences on S~v~(B), ~(B)  c S(A). We will 
prove next that ~(B)  = S(A). 
We come now to the ranking of S~(B). It is a mapping r :S~(B)--> O-O*  
where O.  O* is the ordinal product of the class of ordinals by itself minus zero. 
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The purpose is that r must fulfil the condition r(s~)< r(Y.~<~ si) (strictly extensi- 
bility, whenever a e .Or O{~l}). 
l~h~lon .  For every b~(B) ,  r(b) is the least r(b')~O. 0 for b'~b, b'~ 
~(B)  such that r(b')~ (0.1), r(m(b'))~ r(b') and if ( r l (b i ) )~ has a greatest 
element: 
otherwise (r l(b~)~ without a greatest element) 
There is always a least element in any subset of O-O* .  Thus there is no 
ambiguity in the definition of r(b). The last three conditions make sure that it is 
strictly extensive. 
We will, hence, go forward to prove that ~(B)  is b.q.o. 
Suppose S~(B) is not b.q.o., then there exist bad sequences in ~(B) .  It is then 
known that there exist r-minimal bad sequences. That needs an explanation. 
We call D an extended restriction of the barrier C, denoted C< D, if every 
element  of D is an extension of an element s of C, s < t (that means that s is a 
left segment of t). There is only one s for each t, denoted s = d(t) (because C is a 
barrier). It is possible that s=t=d(t )  for every teD, hence it is possible that 
D c C. Sometimes there is a t~ d(t)~ s and then D is a proper extension of a 
restriction of C. 
If f :C -+ H, g:D--> H, we say that g is an subextended restriction of f if 
(1) D is an extended restriction of C; 
(2) g(t)~[(d(t)) ,  r(g(t))~ rff(d(t)); 
(3) When t = d(t), r(g(t))= r(J:(d(t))) ==)> g(t) = d(d(t)); 
(4) d( t )< t ~ g(t)< f(d(t)), r(g(t))< r(/(d(t))). 
We say g is a proper subextended restriction of f, denoted g < [, when there 
exists ted  such that r(g(t))< r(f(dt)). [ is minimal bad when there is no bad 
proper subextended restriction of f. 
To build a minimal bad mapping is a matter to get r minimal. 
For instance, if f :  C---> H is not minimal bad, then there exists a bad g : D --> H 
such that g < f. Let K and L be respectively the bases of C and D, and let IN ]-<o, 
be ordered by the last difference or by inclusion if there is no last difference. It is 
clear that with this order [N] <~', and also any barrier, is isomorphic to ~J. 
We choose the smallest Co = d(do) such that there is a bad g < f with r(g(do))< 
r(f(Co)). Let us write K = K'  + K", L = E + L" where the last element of K', L' and 
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Co is ko. If Co is the set of elements of C N[K'  + L'r] <'~ which have no extension 
into an element of D, then C~ N D ~ 0. 
We change g into h : E --~ H, putting E = Co LI D, M = K '  + L", h I Co = f I Co, 
hID=gID. 
It is not difficult to check that E is a barrier whose base is M, that h is bad <f,  
and that f and h are equal on the left segment of C, C '= 
C N[,--Co[ = E N[*-Co[ = E '  and that the bases in N N[0, ko] are the same. We 
will iterate next this construction, denoting h = )t or). 
Then/Co = f and/ .+1 = )tOrn), w i th  Cm = d(d.+l) smallest such that ro rn+t(d~+l ) )< 
ro r . (C . ) ) ,  C'~ C. N[<-- c.[ and ' - = K. - K,, 1"3[*-- h.], k,, =max c.. 
If no f,, is minimal bad, we define [,o" C,o --> H by 
K., UK ,, Co.=UC" and fo.I ' -  = C . - f .  lC ' .  
Trivially, C~ is increasing, like K" and C" are. Moreover c~ is not bounded. 
Indeed, if c~ would reach a bound c for n~ no, the sequence (ror,(c)),>,~) would 
be strictly decreasing, and the range of r would be not well founded. Hence 
/q ~ K" c K is not bounded either, and K is infinite. We check likewise that C~ is 
a barrier on /~ and f~ is bad <f . .  Trivially f~ is r-minimal bad. 
Suppose now that [ : C--> ~(B)  is minimal. 
We recall that all the a-sequence in SM(B) are regular sequences and a 
O, U NU{rl}. Then f (s )= ~(s))i~s,. Three cases are possible: 
(1) 8~ = 1; 
(2) 1< 8~<~o; 
(3) e or u{n}. 
There is a restriction of f such that for all s we always get the same case (Ramsey- 
Nash-Will iam's theorem). 
(2) 1< 8, < oc. Then there exist a decoml~sition and a restriction such that 
8~ = 8;+8~ with 8", 81> 0 and s ~ ori(s))i<,:, s ~ ori(s))i<,: are good. This arises 
from the minimal character of f and the lesser rank. Then there is another 
restriction such that these sequences are perfect. Finally s---~f(s) is good. We 
dismiss this case. 
(3) 8~ ~0~ U{rl}. (8~ <~8, in Or or 8~=8, =~1.) The sequence ~(s))i~s, for every 
s is regular and s<lt ==> ~(s))i~a,~ or))j~n,. Then Lemma 1 enables us to claim 
that there exists/ i(s) such that ~(s )~ ~(t) for every i ~8,. We associate u = s U t 
with s, t~ C, s<l t; we will denote ~(s) by g(u). Then g(u)=~(s)<~(t) for every 
t~ C. Hence we have g(u)< g(w) (where w = toy,  t<~v), if ~(t )= g(w). 
The sequence g:C2--->~;(B) is bad (g(u)~ g(w) with u<lw). C 2 is a proper 
extension of C and the rank r(g(u))= r~(s ) )< r(Y~s, f~(s)) is strictly lesser. Then 
f is not minimal bad. We dismi~ this case also. 
If 8~ = 1, then f(s) = ml, o m~ o . . .  o rn~ ((gj(s))j~8,), r = k(s) where m~ e M and 
rn,_~.~ is the last 1-ary operator. But M is b.q.o, and the m~ are increasing 
extensive. There is a restriction such that s--~ m x~ o . . .o  rn~ is perfect. Conse- 
quently s ~ (gi(s))j~s, is bad. 
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Now there are only one possibility left: 8'~= 1 and g(s)~B.  This is not possible 
either because B is also b.q.o. This contradiction concludes the proof of theorem 
4. [] 
Let S[rI] be the class of chains generated by the one element chain by iterating 
c~-ordinal sums with a ca(M)= (9, U O*tA{co\{0}}U{rl}, where O* denotes the 
set of dual regular ordinals. 
Thus S[rt] is an M-algebra, whose arities belong to the set a(M). Let us 
identify the operator and its arity, then M = a(M). M is the union of three 
well-ordered chains, the basis B is the chain of one element. M and B are b.q.o., 
so is S[vl]. 
Let S,[~I] be the class of chains labelled in {0, 1} generated by M and let the 
basis be ({¢}, l'), ({1}, 10), ({1}, lx) where l '(¢)= 1, li(1)= i. We do not allow chains 
such that before an element c = ({¢}, l') there is a last element, i.e. the path P 
before c is open and l'({¢}) is the label of P. There is no element ({~}, l'~, with 
l"(f~) = 0. S,[~I] is clearly b.q.o. 
Theorem $. Let a be an M-ordinal algebra whose arity set, a(M), is Se[rl]. I f  M 
and a basis B are b.q.o, then A is b.q.o. 
Proof. Theorem 4 leads us to consider the set of sequences in A, S(A) as an 
(M LIL)-algebra. If rn ~M and s = (s~)i~ have the same arity a ~ Se[rt], then, if S 
is the iterating a-sums of sequences ~, S ~ re(s) becomes an 1-any operator, 
when we associate re(s) to S. Thus S(A)  is generated by ({¢}, l') and ({1}, 10) and 
({1}, 11) with L-ordinal sums and the operators of M. We know thfit L and M are 
b.q.o., then L U M is b.q.o. The basis has only three elements. Hence S(A) (the 
set of a-sequences in A when a ~ Se[vl]) is b.q.o, and particularly, A is b.q.o. 
If (T, t) is a labelled tree whose labels are trees (for every path P in T, t(P) is a 
tree, empty or not), then 7 = (tp)p (P a path in T) is a sequence of trees. Then the 
ordinal tree-sum S(~r) is defined as: 
(1) A tree whose underlying set is T U (UP t~,) (P a path in T) and, 
(2) Its order relation in T and in tp (for all P) is the same plus the relations 
x < y when x ~ P and y ~ tp. In fact S(~,) is the tree we obtain when we place the 
tree tp above every path P in T. The arity of S and T is T. 
Two particular cases are important: (1) when the tree T is a chain; (2) when the 
tree T is an antichain. 
I~?amC~on. A tree T is slender if it does not embed (as a partially ordered set) the 
binary tree B of height oJ, that we denote by B ~ o T. 
I f  a tree T is such that for every x, "Ix is not a chain (the empty tree is a chain) 
then B<oT.  Let T' be the subtree of T defined by T '={x e T[ T~ is not a chain}. 
Define inductively T" by T"+I=(T" )  ' and T~=I. J~.~ T ~ when a is a limit 
ordinal. There is a first a, such that T ~+x= T ~. If T ~+1= T~¢¢ then for every 
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x e T ~, T~ is not a chain and B <~o T~ do T. Conversely, if B <~o T, we have by 
induction B ~<o T ° and B <~o T~ = T ~+1, T~ ~ ¢- Hence 
Proposilion. A tree T is slender i/~ T ~ = T ~÷1 = O- 
~ n .  If T is an slender tree, the degree d(t) is the least ordinal  `v such that 
T" is a chain or an antichain. 
Let A be the class of all slender trees T such that the chain of ?- is in S[~] (the 
class of , l-completed scattered chains). 
Let M be the set of all ` v-sums of tree sequences with ` v ~ Se[~l] or either `v an 
antichain. The arities of the antichains are in NUO,  U Se[xl]. 
Theorem 6. Let A be the class of slender trees T such that the chains of T are in 
S['0]; let M contain all the ` v-sums of ` v-tree sequences when `v is a chain in Se[~], 
or either `v is an antichain. Then the singleton tree is a basis of A,  and A is b.q.o. 
Proof. The problem is now that (A, M) is not an ordinal M-algebra. Indeed the 
a-tree sums, or sums of trees following a a chain, are not increasing. There is a 
way to avoid this difficulty. 
Let A(1) be (1 denotes the singleton tree) the subalgebra generated by the 
singleton and the indecomposable operations plus the finite operations. In every 
step we get indecomposable trees of first or third class (sided indecomposable, or 
directed indecomposable). Let us endow A(1), step by step with a new order 
denoted <~': if T'  and T" are fast class indecomposable with the chains of 
indecomposability C'  and C" then T'<~' T", if there exists an embedding f from T' 
into T" that maps C'  into C" (It is possible to get T'<~ T" and T'<~' T".) This 
order is indeed strictly stronger than the order of trees under embedding. 
(S(1), M) endowed with the order ~<' is a true M-ordinal algebra. Therefore 
Theorem 5 applies. Hence (fi~(1), <~') is b.q.o, and (fi~(1), ~<) with a weaker order 
is afort ior i  a b.q.o, set. 
We know that every `v-tree sum, of trees in A(1), is a finite sum of indecompos- 
able sums and thus A(1)= A(1) (Theorem 3). 
Suppose now that every T ~A such that d (T )<  `v belongs to A(1) (subalgebra 
generated by thesingleton).  
If d(T) =`v, then T" 5~ 1 is a chain or antichain. Let i be a path in T and T~ the 
tree in T -T  '~ above i. Its clear that d(T~)<`v, i.e. T~ ~A(1).  But if `v is a chain 
or antichain and T i ~A(1),  T is an ,v-sum, it is canonical and TeA( l ) .  Hence 
A(1)=A.  There is nothing left to prove. [] 
3. l~tter m orderiag ot t l~ Om of eomd~ie lrees 
We shall define a ranking and a new order in the dass of countable canonical 
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trees ~. The transfinite construction of c~ begins with the singleton tree. The 
operations are: 
(a) The finite canonical sums; 
(b) the direct indecomposable sums; 
(c) the chain indecomposable sums; 
(d) the strongly indecomposable abelled and top labelled sums. 
All these operations are increasing except the canonical finite sums. 
If by the embedding of side indecomposable trees the existence of an embedd- 
ing ~ :Y~r [(i') --~ Y~r' [(i") such that q~ sends the chain I' into the chain/"  is meant, 
then Lemma 3 says that 
u") u';,. 
~,  q~,, 
As a matter of fact there exists an embedding q~ sending ~_.r f(i') into ~r', f(i'r), but 
not I '  into I". From now on we will be concerned with this stronger embedding 
relation, which will be carried on step by step. It will be denoted (c¢, g,). It is now 
clear that (c~, <,) with the operations (a), (b), (c) and (d) is an ordinal algebra. 
The range of r = (rl, r2) is the ordinal product of the class of non zero ordinals 
by itself. 
The inductive rules are the following: 
r(u)=(1, 1) 
where u is the singleton tree; 
r(~ U~) = (max rl(Ui), 1~1) 
where [~l denotes the finite number of dements of ~;  
where I = ~1, oJ, ¢o*, No; 
where ( / , f )  is strongly indecomposable labelled and top labelled and 
{(P~, b, [)},~N is a sequence of branching chains, generating B((I, [)). 
If (qg, ~<') is not b.q.o., there exists an r-bad minimal mapping g :B  ~ (c~, <,). 
The Ramsey-Nash-Williams theorem enables us to take a restriction B ' :  B, such 
that g(s)= Vs is a sum of one of the types (a), (b), (c) or (d) and when the type is 
(a), to take I~sl increasing and finally when the type is Co), to take Is =No, oJ, a~* 
or ~. 
If I~sl> 1, then there exists a partition ~s = ~'s U qrY" such that the sum is direct 
or either is a left-fight partition such that I~'sI, I~1 ~ 0. According to the lesser 
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ranking and the defLrtition of g, the mappings s--* ~_~: Uj, s--* ~_~: Uj are good 
mappings. Hence g' :B'---> (c~, ~<,) is good. The next possibility is g'(s) =~_a:/~(i), 
where I~ is a countable antichain or a chain of type ~o, co* or r/. Now, it is possible 
to choose i in I~ such that [~ (i) ~ /:t (J) for every j ~I~, where s<l t in B '  (g(s)~< g(t)). 
The [~(i) chosen tree, depending upon s and t, will be denoted h(s t_J t) (with 
v = s t_l t, s <1 t, and s, t are elements of the barrier B '2, the extended restriction of 
B). Therefore h : B '2 ~ (~, <~') is a bad mapping. Indeed v = s t.J t, w = t LI u, 
v<l t~ h(v )~ h(w). Now, r(h(v))=r([~(i))< r(~r: f ( i ) )= r(g'(s)), hence g' is good, 
and this is a contradiction. The only one possibility left is that g'(s) = Y.r~ jf~ (i) is an 
strongly indecomposable sum. 
In this case we have s <1 t, g ' (s )~ g'(t). But the corollary of Theorem 4 implies 
the existence of chains (P~.,, b, f~) embeddable in none of the (P~,  b, ~), there- 
fore Us., =Y~r,~.~[(i)~e~,,[(i). If we define h(s t.J t) by h(s U t) = U~,,~ we will get 
h(v)~ h(w) and will run again in a contradiction. Therefore (qg, <~') is b.q.o, class. 
If g :B ~ (qg, ~<) is a mapping into the class qg, ordered under embedding, s <~ t
implies g(s)<~' g(t) and a fortiori we get the weaker relation g(s)<~ g(t). The class 
(~, ~<) is also better quasi ordered. 
3.1. Reduction process on countable trees 
Let T be a countable tree and let T = I v O b -~ be a left-right segment partition 
of T depending upon an ordinal v. Suppose that the partitions are already defined 
for any ordinal v < a and F ° = ¢, I ° = I. Then, if a is a l imit ordinal, I ~ = f]~.~ I ~, 
and if it is not, x ~ I ~+a, if and only if x ~ I ~ (I~, f) is strongly indecomposable, 
and therefore U=Y.~:f( i )  is a block with four subtrees I~, L~, S~, T~ (see 
Theorem 2 and its definitions) not all of them necessarily non empty. We shall call 
degree c~, denoted d(T),  the first ordinal a - -when it exists--such that I ~= ¢. 
Le~m~ 6. I[ T is a countable tree such that T~ is a canonical tree [or every x ~ T, 
then T is a canonical tree. 
If T has a root x, then T = Tx and there is nothing to prove. Any  tree is the 
direct sum of its connected parts, and any connected tree V has a maximal chain 
C and then it is the sum V = ~c  [(i) where [(i) is just the subtree of V above the 
junction path i (of the chain C). Hence T = Ui~N Tj (where N is • or a finite 
subset of ~1) and T j=~,~( i ) .  Now (/j,~) is a countable labelled chain whose 
labels ~(i) are trees Tx (or a f ight segment of a T~). Hence, all the ~(i) are 
canonical trees. Therefore the chains (/j, ~) are b.q.o, labelled countable chains. 
Accordingly, the trees T i are finite sums (under chains) of side indecomposable 
trees, i.e. they are canonical trees. 
Final ly T is a direct sum of trees of the b.q.o, class (q~, <~). T is therefore a finite 
set of indecomposable direct sums, and it is necessarily a canonical tree. We will 
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see next that: 
Any tree of countable degree is .canonical. 
Let us suppose this statement true for any degree < t~, and let T be of countable 
degree a. If a is an ordinal limit then for any x of T there is an ordinal v such 
that x ~ F V, and T~ is then canonical (according to the reduction process). Lemma 
6 allows us to claim that T is canonical. If a is not an ordinal limit, then T~ is 
canonical for any x e F ~-1 and if x ~ I  ~-1, the hypothesis I ~= 0 implies that 
T~ = ~.~:-1/(i) is a block where (I~ ' -1 , / )  is strongly indecomposable and then also 
T~ is canonical. According again to Lemma 6 T is canonical. And now we will 
prove that: Any countable tree has a countable degree and is a canonical tree. 
We will return to the reduction process. If we have reached the vth partition of 
T '=  TvU pv, then for any x e I ~, T~ = ~/ ( i ) ,  and (I~,/) is a labelled and top 
labelled tree with trees/( i )  which are trees of degree <~ v. Therefore the trees/( i )  
are canonical trees and B (( I~,/)) is a left segment of a b.q.o, set of (b, /)-labelled 
chains. Hence the elements B((I'~, f)) are elements of a well-founded set and if 
B ((I~ o,/)) is a minimal element for x = x0, (I~ o, f) is strongly indecomposable and 
Xoe IL  Therefore we have I~  I v+x, where v is any countable ordinal. 
It is obvious then that for any countable T = I ° there exists a countable ordinal 
a such that I "=  ~. We can now draw the following conclusion. 
Theorem 8. The class of countable trees is a better quasi ordered class under 
embedding and any countable tree is the finite canonical sum of indecomposable 
trees. 
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